Christmas Music And Tableau At Friday Assembly

Christmas spirit will be given an impetus on December 15 by way of a tableau to be presented during second period. "Jaycees IV" will be titled with a warm holiday atmosphere provided by the junior college-high school quartet and a group of talented BJC actors. The quartet, consisting of Burton Baldwin, soprano; Mary Glover, alto; Joel Wies, tenor; and Warren Wheatland, bass, will present Joseph Chlese's "The Child Is Jesus." Mr. Ronald Brooks is in charge of the group for the program.

Mrs. Dorothea Brin will direct the presentation of a tableau, the division of which includes the Promises, the "Americanism," the "Sleigh Ride," the "Kings," and the "Manger." Participating in the tableau are Orinda Nixon, Lynette Christianson, Marjorie Yee, Mary Gobson, Sally Petрис, Ethelyn Lancaster, Hilda Kaufman, Iris George, Earl Pris, Floyd Poll, Bill West, Dudley Steele, Gwynn Slack, Keith Stoddard, Paul Mason, Jerry Smith is in charge of decorations.

All-Beats Beat Renegades In Fast Game, 42-28

Bakersfield All-Beats defeated the Jaycees 42-28 Monday night, December 4, in the best game of the season thus far. The Renegades, playing more as a unit, exhibited great ability in fast play and good passing. The final score was 28-22.

Voice: "And Kavanagh, forwards: George, center; and Baldwin, guards. With Smith and Pris, in the back, the Renegades will be tough to beat."

All-Beats summer and played forward for the All-Beats. Heber was center man, and Barfield and Mason were guards. Smith, Dennison, and Voos also helped the All-Beats turn up the court.

Barfield was high-scoring and piled up 10 points. Kavanagh and Cavallero tied for first place for the Renegades with 8 points each; Voice and Baldwin tied for second place. Batson sank 2 baskets; and Pris scored 1.

Cade: "Barfield and George Wills."

Annual SCA Drive Will End Tomorrow

Collection of adequate funds for the purpose of providing for some needy Bakersfield families is the goal of the Student Christian Association's "socialist drive," which began Monday and will terminate tomorrow, is an annual affair at BJC. Contributors are being given tags specifying that the money has been taken as active in the drive. All SCA members were asked to cooperate in the soliciting of funds and those in charge of the drive expect Jaycees students to have responded favorably by the end of the campaign.

President D. E. McPherson, president of SCA, as has her assistants on the general drive committee, Kathryn Taylor, Lynette Christiansen, Peggy Resnick, and Carolyn Dunn. The publicity committee consists of Patricia Moore and Betty Jean Evans. Dr. Tait is in charge of the club.
Monroe Manning Talk Highlighted By Humor

An extremely entertaining assembly was provided for BJC students and faculty on December 7 by Corporate Monroe Manning in his talk, "G.I. Joe Meets Bill Shakespeare." Corporate Manning, actor, producer, writer, radio commentator, and humorist, chose Pearl Harbor day as the time to present a review of the very valuable work carried on by the Special Service Division of the army. This service provides recreation and entertainment for the men overseas by distributing libraries, films, musical instruments, athletic equipment, and correspondence centers on any subject from third grade arithmetic to training for a "would-be professional detective." In addition to these activities, the division provides entertainers who are professional in vaudeville, music, and legitimate theater. Corporate Manning described the methods by which our fighting men in the Pacific are continually kept entertained. First class equipment is used in all shows given by the service, and a group may give as many as 29 shows daily.

When in Hawaii, Manning became a member of the cast of "Macbeth," the organization of which was something new in G.I. theater. He worked with such notables as Captain Maurice Evans, now a major; and Miss Judith Anderson, and Manning said that for the first time in his life he really appreciated Shakespeare. The production was a marvelous success, for men from the highest rank down to the lowest enjoyed Shakespeare immensely, noth to their own surprise. Corporate Manning reported that a poll of South Pacific outfits showed that 44% of the men wanted more Shakespeare; they got more, too, in the form of "Hamlet."

Junior students and faculty were very well entertained by Manning's clever characterizations in addition to being enlightened upon the activities of the army's Special Service Division.

Renegade Rip

Our Christmas Spirit Is Alive

We are happy to see that the very spirit of Christmas is being preserved, even by those Beethoven's halls this year. It is not as much the influence with so many of the old students, many of whom are serving overseas or in another state. This hull, too, as well as those in the JC office and in the trophy case, is a reminder that despite the fact that many of our homes are complete this year, we are keeping up the holiday spirit until our boys are back again.

We, as a nation, are lucky to have Christmas find us in a position to continue the tradition in at least a semblance of the old way. This is not time to let the old traditions slide away, but rather this is a time to celebrate doubly for those that are not home.

Let's make this a truly MERRY CHRISTMAS!

Renegade Ripples

By June Hunter

Flowers

Our largest and most expensive venture so far in our swing band, the Knights of Rhyhyme, for the swell job they have done in presenting Beethoven's music, at a time when that is truly our own. We're really proud and one bloke puffed about it.

Wanted: Searchlights

There's been much controversy over the "Beethoven" which was a huge success despite some raised eyebrows. Applause, with the appropriate huzzah. "We may not be able to dance until one o'clock, but at least we have done better than known as "black blasting," was widely spread. Anyways, who wants to look at its parent? You can always carry a flashlight if you're really correct.

Rip's Heads

"Yes, the faculty won the basketball game; I guess we got 'em!" But then, you know how these faculty refer to things.

Amazin'!

Wasn't it a 'sort' coincidence that Fred Ross and Peggy Patkos, who went to the Stump together, were crowned Mr. Beo and Miss West Stump?

So this season, sink-veeds to three members of our student body who consider themselves to be new generation in the jazz and songs at the basketball games. We've been known to yell and sing louder; how about giving them a little support? It's no fun to be loud song on an unappreciative vocal section.

Last Chance

Have you contributed to the SGA drive yet? Tomorrow is the last day.

Renege Rip
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